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Major Proxy Advisors 
Finalize 2015 Compensation Policies 

 
ISS and Glass Lewis, two influential proxy advisory firms, have both released final updates to 
their policies that govern recommendations for how shareholders should cast their votes on 
significant ballot items for the 2015 proxy season

1
.  Generally, compensation-related Say-on-Pay 

(“SOP”) policy updates were relatively minor this year.  However, ISS completely overhauled its 
methodology for reviewing equity plan proposals by adopting a nuanced policy designed to take 
into account a multitude of plan features and grant practices, the details of which will not be 
released until December.  ISS policy updates are effective for annual meetings after February 1, 
2015 and new Glass Lewis policies are effective for annual meetings after January 1, 2015.        
 

ISS Compensation Policy Updates for 2015 Proxy Season 
   
ISS released final changes for its 2015 voting policy on November 6, 2014, following a two week 
comment period on its proposed rules

2
.  The compensation-related changes for 2015 included an 

overhaul of ISS’ evaluation of equity compensation plan proposals by implementing an Equity 
Plan Scorecard (“EPSC” or “Scorecard”) approach.  This new EPSC methodology entails a 
comprehensive evaluation of equity plans up for shareholder approval, now focusing not only on 
plan cost but also a variety of features considered undesirable by ISS.  The final EPSC 
methodology contained insignificant modifications from the proposed policy, with changes noted 
below.  Furthermore, the final release failed to provide any specifics as to how the model will 
operate in practice.  We will need to wait to receive further information on the specifics, as ISS 
has indicated its intention to provide more information about the EPSC and weightings in a 
compensation FAQ that will not be released until mid-December. 

Previous ISS Equity Plan Proposal Methodology  

In prior years, ISS would recommend votes “Against” an equity plan if: 

 The total cost of the company’s equity plans, including the proposed new plan, is 
“unreasonable”;  

 The company has a pay-for-performance “misalignment”;  

                                                 
1
 See http://www.glasslewis.com/assets/uploads/2013/12/2015_GUIDELINES_United_States.pdf, and 

http://www.issgovernance.com/file/policy/2015USPolicyUpdates.pdf.   
2
 See http://www.issgovernance.com/file/publications/equity-plan-scorecard-us.pdf (proposed policy),  

http://pearlmeyer.com/Pearl/media/PearlMeyer/ClientAlerts/PMP-CA-ISSProposed2015Policy-10-

14.pdf?ext=.pdf (Our previous Client Alert) and 

http://www.pearlmeyer.com//Pearl/media/PearlMeyer/CommentLetters/PMP-CL-PMPonISS2015Policy-

10-14.pdf (PM&P’s comment letter submitted to ISS) 
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 The company’s three-year burn rate exceeds the applicable burn rate cap of its industry 
group; or 

 The plan includes certain problematic pay practices, such as the ability to reprice without 
shareholder approval and liberal change-in-control (“CIC”) definitions.   

Primary emphasis had traditionally been on plan cost, which ISS determines using its 
Shareholder Value Transfer (“SVT”) methodology.  ISS considers the SVT for a company’s plans 
to be “reasonable” if it falls below the company-specific allowable cap as determined by ISS using 
benchmark (and ISS proprietary) SVT levels for each industry.  Companies typically engage the 
consulting side of ISS to run its “Compass Model” which determines the SVT of the proposed 
plan and the number of additional shares that ISS would support for the new or amended plan.  
This was a fairly straightforward approach and the ability to assess whether or not ISS would 
support a plan was reasonably predictable. 

New 2015 Equity Plan Proposal Methodology  

Under the new Scorecard, ISS will determine its voting recommendations on equity plan 
proposals based on three categories: 

 Plan Cost:  The total potential cost of the company’s equity plans relative to 
industry/market cap peers, as measured by the company's SVT in relation to peers.  
Under the Scorecard, there are now two SVT cost tests: 

o Current test: As in the past, SVT will be calculated based on new shares 
requested, shares remaining for future grants and outstanding 
unvested/unexercised grants; and 

o New test: SVT will also be calculated only on new shares requested and shares 
remaining for future grants.  

 

 Grant Practices:  

o The company’s three-year burn rate relative to its GICS industry peers within one 
of three index groups (S&P 500, Russell 3000 [excluding S&P 500] or Non-
Russell 3000);  

o Vesting requirements in the CEO’s most recent equity grants (with final rules 
clarifying that this item includes a three-year lookback);  

o The estimated duration of the plan based on the sum of shares remaining 
available and the new shares requested, divided by the average annual shares 
granted in the prior three years;  

o The proportion of the CEO's most recent equity grants/awards subject to 
performance conditions;  

o Whether the company maintains a clawback policy; and  
o Whether the company has established post exercise/vesting share-holding 

requirements.  
 

 Plan Features:  
 

o Automatic single-triggered award vesting upon a CIC;  
o Discretionary vesting authority;  
o Liberal share recycling on various award types; and  
o Minimum vesting period for grants made under the plan.  
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The final policy clarified that weighting of each of these categories would be 45% plan 
cost, 35% grant practices, and 20% plan features. 
 

In conjunction with these changes, the following concepts are applicable:   

 

 Company size and status matters:  The Scorecard factors and weightings will be keyed 
to three company sizes: S&P 500, Russell 3000 (excluding S&P 500) and Non-Russell 
3000.  In addition, two new categories are defined: recent IPOs and bankruptcy emergent 
companies.  
 

 No more option overhang carve-out:  In the past, ISS has allowed a cost carve-out for 
companies with positive stock performance and high overhang attributable to in-the-
money options held in excess of six years.  As there is a new SVT test which does not 
consider outstanding grants, the current option overhang carve-out policy will be 
eliminated.  
 

 Liberal share recycling no longer considered in plan cost:  Notably, the ability to 
recycle shares withheld to pay exercise prices or settle withholding taxes, or “net settle” 
stock appreciation rights or options, will no longer be included in SVT calculation.  
However, this provision will be evaluated as a stand-alone plan feature which will likely 
have a negative impact on Scorecard results. 
  

 No more burn rate commitments:  In the past, an excessive three-year burn rate could 
lead to an automatic “Against” recommendation.  Under the EPSC, it is only one of a 
multitude of factors to be considered.  As a result, ISS will no longer consider 
commitments to lower future burn rates. 
 

 Automatic “Against” triggers still exist:  The final policy clarifies that the following 
items may trigger automatic “Against” votes: 
 

o Awards vesting in connection with liberal CIC definition 
o Plan permits repricing or cash buyout of underwater options without 

shareholder approval 
o The plan is a vehicle for problematic pay practices or PFP disconnect 
o Any other plan feature determined to have significant negative impact on 

shareholder interests 
 

 Low cost may not result in “For” votes and marginally high cost may not result in 
“Against” votes:  ISS may recommend votes “For” an equity plan proposal where costs 
are nominally higher than a company’s allowable cap when sufficient other positive plan 
features and company grant practices are present.  Likewise, ISS may recommend votes 
“Against” an equity plan proposal even where costs are lower than a company’s 
allowable cap if sufficient other negative plan features and company grant practices are 
present.  
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QuickScore 3.0 – Compensation Changes 

ISS has also released ISS Governance QuickScore 3.0
3
, the third generation of its governance-

scoring tool.  According to ISS, QuickScore 3.0 is intended to assist investors in identifying 
corporate governance risk within portfolio companies.  There were two minor compensation-
related changes for 2015: 

 Level of shareholder support for most recent SOP proposal:  In determining whether 
the most recent Say-on-Pay proposal received a low level of shareholder support, ISS 
will consider whether the proposal received less than 70% of the votes cast by 
shareholders.  This threshold parallels ISS’ proxy voting policies that trigger an 
assessment of the Board’s responsiveness to low shareholder support.  Previously, ISS 
evaluated whether a company’s most recent SOP vote was problematic by comparing it 
to the average level of shareholder support among companies in an applicable index and 
GICS.   
 

 Burn rate:  In analyzing whether a company’s burn rate is excessive, ISS will look at 
whether the company's average three-year equity grant rate exceeds its industry/index 
burn rate cap (the greater of: (i) the rate that is one standard deviation higher than the 
mean of the company’s applicable index and industry; and (ii) two percent of weighted 
common shares outstanding).  This factor was previously analyzed in terms of grants at 
"excessive rates." 

PM&P Observation:  While many companies strive to achieve overall positive 
QuickScore results, such results do not have an impact on ISS’ 
recommendations on SOP or Director elections.  As such, we do not recommend 
that Committees make decisions based on the one-size fits all “best practice” 
model set forth in QuickScore – compensation decisions should continue to 
reflect actions that are in the best interest of the company and shareholders.   

Glass Lewis Compensation Policy Updates for 2015 Proxy Season 

 

SOP & One-Off Awards 

 

Glass Lewis’ SOP analysis has been expanded to include consideration of any one-off awards.  
Specifically, Glass Lewis indicates its belief that awards granted outside of the normal scheme 
have the potential to undermine the integrity of a company’s regular incentive plans, the link 
between pay and performance, or both.  It suggests redesigning compensation programs rather 
than making additional off-cycle grants.  If companies find that such awards are appropriate, 
however, Glass Lewis suggests the following abating factors: 
 

 Compensation disclosure should provide a thorough description of the awards, including 
a “cogent and convincing explanation” of their necessity and why existing awards do not 
provide sufficient motivation; 

 Awards should be tied to future service and performance; and 

 Companies should also describe if and how the regular compensation arrangements will 
be affected by these supplemental awards.   

 

                                                 
3
 See http://www.issgovernance.com/governance-solutions/investment-tools-data/quickscore-downloads/ 

 

http://www.issgovernance.com/governance-solutions/investment-tools-data/quickscore/
http://www.issgovernance.com/governance-solutions/investment-tools-data/quickscore-downloads/
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In reviewing supplemental awards, Glass Lewis will review the terms and size of the grants in the 
context of the company’s overall incentive strategy and granting practices, as well as the current 
operating environment. 

 

Employee Stock Purchase Plans 

 

Glass Lewis’ policy now formally indicates that it generally supports the use of employees stock 
purchase plans.  It will use a quantitative model to estimate the cost of the plan by measuring the  
expected discount, purchase period, expected purchase activity (if previous activity has been 
disclosed) and whether the plan has a lookback feature, and then compare this cost to ESPPs at 
similar companies.  Except for the most extreme cases, Glass Lewis will generally support these 
plans given the regulatory purchase limit of $25,000 per employee per year.  It will also look at 
the number of shares requested to see if an ESPP will significantly contribute to overall  
shareholder dilution or if shareholders will not have a chance to approve the program for an 
excessive period of time.  It will, however, generally recommend against ESPPs that contain 
“evergreen” provisions that automatically increase the number of shares available under the 
ESPP each year. 

 

Conclusions 

 

While proxy advisor SOP policy updates for 2015 are relatively insignificant compared to past 
years, we remain concerned about ISS’ change to equity plan proposals.  Under its old policy, 
plan cost – which could be calculated using the Compass Model – led to fairly predictable 
assessments as to whether equity proposals would receive a favorable ISS recommendation.  
The final policy released for the Scorecard contains insufficient guidance to reasonably calculate 
threshold passing levels.  Until and unless more specific information is released next month, 
however, the devil lies in the details.  We are hopeful that ISS will provide enough detail to enable 
companies to make sound decisions in drafting their equity plans, as opposed to operating in a 
black box when submitting their plans for approval.  We will keep you apprised of future details as 
they are released.   
 
 
 
 
Important Notice:  Pearl Meyer & Partners has provided this analysis based solely on its knowledge and experience as 
compensation consultants.  In providing this guidance, Pearl Meyer & Partners is not acting as your lawyer and makes no 
representations or warranties respecting the legal, tax or accounting implications or effectiveness of this advice.  You 
should consult with your legal counsel and tax advisor to determine the effectiveness and/or potential legal impact of this 
advice.  In addition, this Client Alert is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by you or any other person, 
for the purpose of (1) avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting, 
marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or other matter addressed herein, and the taxpayer should 
seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

About Pearl Meyer & Partners 

 
For 25 years, Pearl Meyer & Partners (www.pearlmeyer.com) has served as a trusted 
independent advisor to Boards and their senior management in the areas of compensation 
governance, strategy and program design.  The firm provides comprehensive solutions to 
complex compensation challenges for multinational companies ranging from the Fortune 500 to 
not-for-profits as well as emerging high-growth companies.  These organizations rely on Pearl 
Meyer & Partners to develop global programs that align rewards with long-term business goals to 
create value for all stakeholders: shareholders, executives, and employees.  Pearl Meyer & 
Partners maintains U.S. offices in New York, Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Houston, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco and San Jose, as well as an office in London. 
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